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Buy 2 and Get 2 Free
Vienna Symphonic Library’s Limited Time Offer Through February 28, 2019
Vienna, February 2, 2019 – The Vienna Symphonic Library announces a one-month limited
time “2+2” offer that applies to all of their Single Instruments, the Vienna MIR RoomPacks as
well as the MIRx Convolution Reverb Extensions. Customers who purchase any two of these
products during the month of February 2019 receive two additional products of their choice
from these three categories for free. Items ordered in multiples of two yield even more free
products. The free products are automatically the ones with the lowest price displayed in the
basket.

84 Individual Single Instruments Available
Vienna’s Single Instruments are a great way to expand an existing palette of virtual
orchestral instruments step-by-step. They offer the complete set of samples and articulations
as they appear on their most popular Vienna Instruments Collections. What’s more,
customers will benefit from various upgrade discounts when completing their Single
Instruments to a full Collection at a later time. 84 solo and ensemble instruments of the large
symphonic orchestra – from the piccolo flute to the contrabass tuba – are currently available
for download. Most Single Instruments are available both as a Standard Library (including all
basic articulations) and a Full Library (including the full set of articulations).
Digitized Venues for Vienna Software Products
Vienna MIR RoomPacks are impulse response-based digital representations of renowned
venues, such as studios, churches and concert halls, ready-to-use with the highly acclaimed
Multi Impulse Response-based mixing and reverberation applications Vienna MIR Pro and
MIR Pro 24. Users may select from six products: RoomPack 1 (“Vienna Konzerthaus”),
RoomPack 2 (“Studios & Sound Stages”), RoomPack 3 (“Mystic Spaces”), RoomPack 4
(“The Sage Gateshead”), RoomPack 5 (“Pernegg Monastery”), and RoomPack 6 (“Synchron
Stage Vienna”). MIRx Convolution Reverb Mixing Extensions are a convenient and
affordable way to integrate the stunning acoustics of renowned concert halls and sound
stages directly into Vienna’s proprietary software players Vienna Instruments and Vienna
Instruments Pro. Due to pre-configured Multi Impulse Responses users may simply select
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one of the presets for a specific instrument and it will be placed and aligned at the
appropriate spot on the stage. Five MIRx products are currently available.
Users who order any four items from these categories (Single Instruments, Vienna MIR
RoomPacks, MIRx) between February 1 and February 28, 2019 automatically receive the
two lowest priced items in the basket for free, taking into account any personal discounts
where applicable. Multiples of two (four, eight, twelve, and more) ordered items yield even
more free products.
About the Vienna Symphonic Library
The Vienna Symphonic Library is an innovative, research-driven music software and sample
library developer based in Vienna, Austria. The team continually strives to improve virtual
orchestral music production with a special emphasis on authenticity and ease-of-use.
Vienna Instruments, the company’s multi-award-winning virtual instruments in the formats
AU, VST, and AAX Native, encompass an exhaustive range of solo instruments and
ensembles, from their flagship Symphonic Cube to special instruments such as the Vienna
Konzerthaus Organ, the Vienna Imperial grand piano, saxophones, upright bass, and even
distorted guitar. Acclaimed software products include Vienna Instruments Pro, Vienna
Ensemble Pro, Vienna MIR Pro and Vienna Suite Pro. In 2016, the company launched an
entirely new venture: Synchron Stage Vienna, a unique scoring stage in Austria’s capital
that accommodates orchestras of up 130 musicians, merges proprietary software innovations
and revolutionary approaches with traditional recording technologies and procedures.
More information on Vienna Symphonic Library’s products can be found at www.vsl.co.at.
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